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Abstract—With the explosive growth of data, data analytics has
emerged as a critical technology and it has attracted considerable
research interests. Effective and powerful data analytics are
need to deal with big data problems. Network information
theory and communication theory have provided some novel
methodologies for data analytics in some related works, which
presents their feasibility and potential for data analytics in several
fresh views. In this paper, an approach based on communication
technology is developed for time series data analysis. First, a
information channel is established to describe the information
flow between two time series data with correlated relationship.
Then the structure of communication equalizer is adapted for
time series data prediction by inputting with correlated data
and history target data. The prediction result shows that the
adapted equalizer approach has effectiveness for time series data
prediction. For more insights, we modify the update method of
tap coefficients inspired by the adaptive filter algorithms. The
final experiment results suggest that our proposed approach and
its modification have better root-mean-square error performance
compared with other approaches in Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Corp stock price time series data prediction,
which further demonstrates that network information theory and
communication theory have effectiveness and potential and utility
for data analytics.

Index Terms—Data analytics, network information theory,
communication theory, communication equalizer, time series data
prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Huge volumes of data have been collected with the explo-

sive growth of Internet, wireless mobile communication and

pervasive devices with sensors, and we undoubtedly enter into

an era of “Big Data” [1]. Meanwhile, (big) data analytics has

emerged as a critical technology that contributes to mobile

networks optimization, Internet of Things (IoT), infectious

disease surveillance and economic forecasting, etc. [2]–[5].

Classical mathematical statistics and novel machine learn-

ing can provide methodologies for data analytics. In recent

decades, considerable research efforts have been devoted to

data mining and data analysis, but there lacks efforts to exam-

ine information correlation and transitivity hidden among data.

At this time, the investigation of data analytics is motivated

by leveraging information and communication theory.

Information theory has been adopted into data analytics as

a means to enrich mathematical meaning and data analysis

performance, particularly in roles like measuring distance

between data [6]. Supported by statistical communication

theory, entities including data with relationships can form

a generalized social network, while social network data has

a strong influence on physical technological networks [7].

Assuming that there are some information flows among data

with causal relationship, literature [8] established an com-

munication equalizer to describe this and it proposed a new

information coupling approach based on information geometry

to the extraction of low-dimensional information from high-

dimensional data. As for knowledge discovery in databases

(KDD), a novel solution based on Multiple Signal Classifica-

tion (MUSIC) is mentioned to identify useful data variables

for inference on heterogeneous data in [9]. These research

efforts all demonstrate that network information theory and

communication theory have potential for data analytics.

Time series data is a series of values of the physical

quantity collected in chronological order. Time series data

forecasting has wide applications to medicine, economic and

financial fields, etc. A classical mathematical auto regressive

and moving average with external input (ARMAX) model

can be considered as a fundamental method for time series

data prediction. In some recent researches, the artificial neural

network (ANN) approaches are presented for time series

prediction [10]–[12]. Unlike ARMAX model, the nonlinear

autoregressive model with exogenous input (NARX) is one of

ANN approaches that can describe the nonlinear relationship

among data. In this paper, we developed an adapted com-

munication equalizer input with correlated data and history

target data approach to predict stock time series data, as a

methodology learning from communication theory. It and its

modification do show their effectiveness for time series data

prediction, and the experiment results show that they have

better performance compared with two other approaches.

The rest of this paper is described as follows. Section II

reviews the methodologies for data analytics supported by

network information and communication theory. Section III

first describes the details of our proposed adapted commu-

nication equalizer approach to time series data prediction,

and does some modifications and expansions of the proposed

approach. Section IV shows the experiment prediction results

and presents some comparisons of the performance of differ-

ent approaches. Finally, the conclusion remarks are made in

Section V.

II. INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION THEORY

SUPPORTING DATA ANALYTICS

In real world, there exists visible or invisible connec-

tions between things and things. Data can be considered as
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Fig. 1. Communication network model for data with relationships

a collected inherent information characteristic of things or

phenomena, which inspires us that there are some potential

relationships among different data. Actually, this reflects the

correlation thought of Big data thoughts. A large number of

cases can illustrate this, and the following one is typical. In

2009, Google, the largest Internet Corporation in the world,

successfully predicted the spread of seasonal grippe by an-

alyzing relationship between the search data on the Internet

and the history grippe data from Centers for Disease Control

(CDC). Thus, how to discover useful information, that is, more

correlated data for target data processing and how to determine

or model the relationships among data are the two meaningful

issues. The former is involved in data mining or knowledge

discovery in databases (KDD), while the latter is much more

relevant to data model analysis.

A. Network information theory on data mining

Entities (e.g., data) with relationships can be viewed as

communication networks as depicted in Fig. 1, while each

node represents a data variable and each link represents the

relationship and causality between two data variables [7], [8].

Thus, network information theory and statistical communica-

tion theory can provide some methodologies for data analytics.

For data mining, a situation is that we need to discover useful

or more correlated data to infer desired information (target

data). In information theory, usually for stochastic process,

there are two random signals, named X and Y , and the

probability distributions of the two random variables has been

known. The relationship between them can be examined by

computing their average mutual information in an intuitive

way. Due to the nature of data or imperfect observation, the

relationship between two data variables usually exhibits hid-

denness and uncertainty, thus probabilistic model is required

and the information theory can be utilized to measure the

correlated degree of this relationship.

The data processing tasks are moved into space of prob-

ability distribution by the information theory. Consider that

there are two data sequences X = {x1, x2, ..., xm} and

Y = {y1, y2, ..., yn}, their probability distributions respec-

tively are P (x) = {p(x1), p(x2), ..., p(xm)} and P (y) =
{p(y1), p(y2), ..., p(yn)} and also their joint probability dis-

tribution is known as P (x, y) = {p(xi, yj), i = 1, 2, ...m; j =
1, 2..., n}, the information gain(Y fromX) is defined as

Gain(Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ),

H(X) = −
m∑

i=1

p(xi) log p(xi),

H(X|Y ) = −
m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

p(xi, yj) log p(xi|yj). (1)

where H(X) is the Shannon entropy which describes the

prior uncertainty about X; H(X|Y ) is the conditional entropy

which means the posterior uncertainty about X under the

condition of Y. The information gain means that how much

uncertainty about X(the useful information or target data) can

be eliminated after we already known Y. Hence, we always

attempt to search appropriate Y to maximum information gain

to make certain of X and further to obtain X. Actually, the

information gain is same like the mutual information, and

it had been utilized as a critical metric in a classic data

mining pattern ID3 decision tree [13]. Besides, the information

theoretic fuzzy network based on the conditional entropy

coupling with fuzzy theory also demonstrates its validity on

data mining and knowledge discovery in [14].

In other techniques(Machine learning or Statistical meth-

ods), the correlated degree between two or more data variables

is more considered to describe in a quantitative way by

computing the correlation coefficient or the cross covariance

matrix. For data mining, a key problem is to discover useful

information in databases and a common situation is that

we need to identify low-dimensional information from high-

dimensional information. The covariance matrix can measure

the relationship between dimensions and dimensions. Thus,

a methodology that can realize dimension reduction is to

decompose the covariance matrix by principal component

analysis (PCA) [15] technique. Different from this, network

information theory provides a new sight of view that there

exists information flow embedded in data and we can employ

communication theory method to address the information flow

and extract the useful low-dimensional information from high-

dimensional data [8]. There are more insights of methodolo-

gies supported by network information theory for data mining.

We do not discuss more due to the limitation of this paper.

B. Communication channel describing data relationship

In communication system, a classical input-output system

is that the transmitted signal X transforms into the received

signal Y via a communication channel. If the observation

signal Y is equal to X or just changes the amplitude from X ,

the channel can be considered as a distortionless transmission

channel. However, almost all the transmissions exist distortion

and fading in real communication system, then we need to

analyze the two signals X and Y to estimate the channel

characteristics, and finally the desired information can be ob-

tained by the distortion compensation technique. Analogously,
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Fig. 2. Communication channel model to describe the information flow
between two data variables with relationship

for data analysis, when we have identified two correlated data

sequences x(n) and y(n), than we assume that there exists

an information flow from x(n) to y(n) just like in a typical

point-to-point digital communication system. Notice that the

identified two correlated data sequences here means that the

information gain or the correlation coefficient between them

is large enough. Finally the relationship between x(n) and

y(n) can be modeled as a communication channel illustrated in

Fig. 2. Accordingly, the channel model can be mathematically

described as

y(n) = x(n)
⊗

h(n) + z(n) (2)

where x(n) is the supposed transmitted data sequence that

we attempt to obtain; y(n) is the supposed received data

sequence which always has been known; h(n) is the supposed

channel impulse response which needs to estimate; z(n) is

the conceivable noise and
⊗

represents convolution opera-

tion. Likewise, a special case is that when y(n) completely

correlates or presents linear correlation with x(n), the channel

can be considered as a distortionless channel as well. However,

most relationships among real data sequences present complex

correlations. Once the supposed received data sequence y(n)
has been already known, we can infer x(n) by some techniques

just like the distortion compensation in communication system.

In most situations, the supposed channel impulse response

needs to be estimated by training the sample input-output

values of the two data sequences. It is similar to the wire-

less fast time-varying OFDM channel estimation based on

pilot arrangement [16]. It makes sense because we need to

design the distortion compensation technique according to the

”estimated channel”. The complexity of the channel between

data sequences always presents inverse proportional to their

correlated degree, in other words, the more correlated data

variables pair employs simpler channel model enough to

describe their relationship. As is implied in [9], a more useful

heterogeneous data adopts shorter depth tap-delay-line filter

that can acquire high inference performance. Thus, this idea

can also be utilized to identify close correlated data sequences

and provide a new direction for data mining.

III. ADAPTED COMMUNICATION EQUALIZER MODELING

TIME SERIES DATA PREDICTION

In communication system, different communication scenar-

ios have different channel types between transmitted signals

and received signals. Likewise, for data analysis, the relation-

ships of correlated data variables pairs also present diversities.

In term of time series data prediction with external input, some

approaches such like ARMAX or NARX can approximately

model the linear or nonlinear relationship between target data

and input data. The communication channel models can also

describe these or more complex relationships, but it need more

works for deep research. For simplicity, here we consider the

financial time series data prediction as a simple instance to

illustrate our proposed approach.D D D D0w 1w 2w Lw
å å å ( )x n( )y n

Fig. 3. Equalizer structure to obtain X from Y

Well studied in communication theory, the equalizer orig-

inally serves as a channel distortion compensation filter that

can eliminate Inter-symbol Interference (ISI) in an optimal re-

ceiver. We have learned that there exist a suppose information

channel between two correlated data sequences X to Y. Then

we can utilize some methodologies such like the equalizer to

infer X from already known Y. The communication equalizer

first demonstrates it can be as an inference technique between

two data variables which have causal relationship in [8]. Based

on it, when we inlet time scale to the two correlated data

variables, the equalizer can be adapted into a predictor for

target time series data with its correlated data input. After

that, we modify the structure by adding an additional input

with history target data, and thus the complete model is more

like a time series data predictor compared to other time series

data prediction approaches.

As is depicted in Fig. 3, the equalizer structure models

we utilized to infer x(n) from already known y(n). The

corresponding model is mathematically defined as

x̂(n) =
L∑

l=0

wly(n− l). (3)

When we adapt it for time series data prediction, the model

can be changed as

x̂(n+ 1) =
L∑

l=0

wly(n− l − dy). (4)

where x̂(n) is the output data; y(n) is the correlated input data;

L and wl is the length and the tap coefficients of the equalizer.

The parameter dy(dy >= 0) is a delay term, well known as the

process dead-time in ARMAX model and it is always assumed

dy = 0 without lack of generality in most time series data

prediction. Notice that the noise here is ignored to simplify

the model, actually the noise analysis between different data

can also be an open issue to investigate.
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Based on minimum mean square error (MSE) criterion,

during the training period, we can obtain L and wl as

following

L = argmin
L

‖x(n)−
L∑

l=0

wly(n− l − dy − 1)‖2,

wl = argmin
w

‖x(n)−
L∑

l=0

wly(n− l − dy − 1)‖2. (5)

Once the optimal L is determined, we keep it and update

wl online by the gradient descent method [17], and therefore

the equalizer structure can predict x(n) from y(n).
Generally speaking, for time series data prediction, whether

the ARMAX or NARX model, the effective and precise predic-

tion for target data x(n+1) always need the history target data

xh(n) as an anther input combining with external(correlated)

data y(n) input. Here, the history target data xh(n) is defined

as

xh(n) = x(n− 1− dx). (6)

where the parameter dx(dx >= 0) is a delay term which

ensures that xh(n) always occurs in advance of x(n). Here,

we also set dx = 0 without lack of generality. Accordingly,

in our proposed approach, we adapt the equalizer model by

coupling with the history target data as an additional input.

Furthermore, we conduct the fusion of the two outputs

by dynamically adjusting the weights of them in a gradient

descent way. The general structure of our proposed approaches

is shown in Fig. 4 and the details of the procedures are

expanded as following:

1) Establish two equalizers to describe the supposed dis-

tortion compensation between data sequences, Y → X and

Xh → X , adapt them to predict on time series data.

2) Set the earlier samples in total samples of Y,Xh and

X as the training period to determine corresponding optimal

L(s) and update wl(s) by the gradient decent method based

on minimum MSE criterion.

3) Keep L(s) and set the last value wl(s) value in training

period as the initial value at the beginning of testing period

and then update wl(s) online to predict X̂1 based on Y and

X̂2 based on Xh.

4) Adjust dynamically the weights of X̂1 and X̂2 to ap-

proach to X , and finally obtain a set of prediction values X̂ .

Thus far, we have finished the general structure and the

procedures of our proposed approach. To get more insights, we

subsequently do some modifications in our proposed approach.

Known in communication theory, there are several types of

equalizer due to the different algorithms for tap coefficients

estimation. The algorithm used above for online updating the

tap coefficients vector (wl) is a gradient descent way based on

minimum MSE criterion which essentially is the Least Mean

Square (LMS) algorithm. Another one of these common algo-

rithms is the Recursive Least Square (RLS) algorithm. Well

known in adaptive filter theory, the RLS algorithm has better

convergence performance than the LMS algorithm. Due to the

( )y n 1̂( )x n2ˆ ( )x n Dynamical Combining( )hx n D D D D0w 1w 2w Lw
å å åEqualizer 1Equalizer 2 ˆ( )x n

Fig. 4. General structure of the adapted communication equalizer approach
to time series data prediction

limitation of this paper, we do not expand more about RLS

algorithm whose details can be found in [17]. Thus, taking the

RLS algorithm for instance, we directly utilize it as a substitute

way to update the coefficients vector (wl) in our proposed

approach, and then we further investigate that whether the

different algorithms have influences on the performances of

the adapted communication equalizer approaches to data time

series data prediction like on real communication equalizer.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF STOCK TIME SERIES

DATA PREDICTION

Well known in data analysis, the financial data especially

stock data is a typical kind of time series data, in order to

demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we

select the actual stock prices of Taiwan Semiconductor Man-

ufacturing Corp.(TSMC) as the prediction target time series

data. Stock price time series data possesses some certainty

and uncertainty, there are some factors which are potentially

influential and present somewhat indirectly related to stock

price. As is indicated in [9], the exchange rate between U.S.

dollars (USD) and New Taiwan Dollars (NTD) appears more

correlated to the TSMC stock price and therefore it can be used

as an input of our proposed model for prediction. Moreover,

several data sequences like other stocks in Semiconductor

Industry have potential impacts on TSMC stock price, they

seem to need to be considered but we do not expand here. One

hand is that these data has weaker correlated to TSMC stock

price than the exchange data that would generate imperfect

result, besides, our main point here is whether our proposed

approach is effective to time series prediction, while the

exchange rate data is appropriate and adequate. Consider that

there exists supposed information flow from TSMC stock

price(X) to the exchange rate(Y ). Let the exchange rate time

series data be y(n) and the history stock price time series data

of TSMC be xh(n). The real stock price time series data of

TSMC is x(n). Now both y(n) and xh(n) are the two inputs

to predict the output x(n).
Similar to [8], we treat 2009− 2013 as the training period

and then predict 2014 data which is the testing period, but un-

like [8], we adapt the model into a time series data predictor.

Mentioned before, the complexity of the channel here that is
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the length of the equalizer can measure the correlated degree

between two data sequences. Now we consider the exchange

rate as a single input to predict the TSMC stock price. In

training period, we employ different but reasonable length L

of equalizer and update the corresponding coefficients vector

wl in a gradient descent way (LMS algorithm). The root mean

square error (RMSE) between the prediction value and true

one is chosen to evaluate the prediction performance. Fig. 5

depicts the RMSE of the predictors (Y → X) with different

length L of equalizer in training period. Select the optimal

L(L = 9) which has the lowest RMSE and keep it for testing

period prediction. Likewise, we consider the history TSMC

price data as the other input, we find that it need a shorter

length L (L = 2) enough to get itself minimum MSE with

good performance. It turns out that TSMC stock price is more

correlated to itself history data than the exchange rate data.

After we have established two equalizers for TSMC stock

price prediction in training period 2009− 2013, we keep their

respective optimal structures (length L) and still update their

tap coefficients vectors (wl) by LMS algorithm for testing

period 2014 prediction. The last step of our proposed approach

is coupling the two outputs and dynamically adjust the weights

of them, ultimately, we completely realize the stock time series

prediction of TSMC. The comparison of 2014 TMSC true

stock price and prediction results by ARMAX, NARX and

our proposed approach is shown in Fig. 6. The values and

the tendencies of these three prediction results are approx-

imate to the real stock price, which demonstrates that our

proposed approach based on adapted communication equalizer

can realize time series data prediction like classical approach

and ANN approach. Moreover, in a careful observation, the

prediction values by our proposed approach presents closer to

the real values than other two approaches. For more apparent

comparison, we can further analyze their RMSE performance

and find that our approach has the lowest RMSE.

Thus far, our proposed approach that is adapted communica-

tion equalizer with correlated data and history target data input
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(b) Prediction of TSMC stock by NARX model
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Fig. 6. The comparison of 2014 TMSC stock price prediction by different
approaches

has shown its effectiveness for TSMC stock price time series

data prediction. To further expand our proposed approach,

we implement the RLS algorithm as a substitution to update

the tap coefficients vector and then totally compare three

types approaches to 2014 TSMC stock price time series data

prediction and their RMSE performances are shown in Fig. 7.

Notice the first two types approaches, we surprisedly find that

the classical ARMAX (RMSE = 0.293720) has lower RMSE

than the NARX (RMSE = 0.296988) based on ANN. In

fact, it is undoubted that ANNs are much more powerful than

traditional time series processing techniques, but sometimes

neural networks have several drawbacks. Lean Yu et al. [18]

pointed that ANNs are a kind of unstable learning methods,

i.e., a small changes in the training set or parameter selection

can produce large changes in the prediction. At this point,

we can consider that NARX is not suitable for this time

series prediction situation here. Afterward, the three kinds

of the communication equalizer approaches all perform better

than ARMAX and NARX. The communication equalizer input
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Fig. 7. RMSE performance comparison among different approaches

with correlated Y and history X (CEYXh) approaches have

lower RMSE than the communication equalizer input with

single correlated Y (CEY (RMSE = 0.292596)) which was

mentioned in [8]. Moreover, seeing from the last two CEYXh

approaches, after we employ RLS as a substitute algorithm

to update tap coefficient vector (wl). We discover that the

CEYXh based on RLS (CEYXh-RLS (RMSE = 0.291326))

has lower RMSE than the CEYXh based on LMS (CEYXh-

LMS (RMSE = 0.292084)) and also has the lowest RMSE

among this five methods for TSMC stock price time series data

prediction. Actually, the RLS algorithm has higher complexity

than the LMS algorithm, however, we pursue high accuracy

as a primary principle like some other data mining practical

applications and this is also a part of reasons that we do

not expand some computing complexity analyses for different

approaches here.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an adapted communication

equalizer approach and its modification based on commu-

nication theory to deal with TSMC stock price time series

data prediction. Supported by network information theory, we

establish a supposed information channel from target data to

its correlated data, and then we employ an communication

equalizer to describe the supposed distortion compensation

between them that can further obtain target data. By adding

an input with the history target data, we adapted the equalizer

structure that can realize time series data prediction. The

prediction result of TSMC stock price time series data has

illustrated the validity of our proposed approach on time

series data prediction. Compared with other time series data

prediction approaches, the experiment results have shown that

our proposed approach and its modification have better RMSE

performance. To further discuss, from the results, our proposed

approach and its modification do show their better performance

for 2014 TMSC stock price time series data prediction than

the two other approaches, however, their RMSE present very

close. At this point, we cannot conclude that our proposed

approach has absolute strengths in some other time series data

analysis domains, which motivates our future work. In spite

of this, our proposed approach provides a new thought based

on communication theory for time series data prediction, and

we have further demonstrated that the network information

theory and especially communication theory have potential and

practical utility for data analytics.
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